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ABSTRACT Despite the success obtained in face detection and recognition over the last ten years of research,

the analysis of facial attributes still represents a trend topic. Keeping the full face recognition aside, exploring

the potentials of soft biometric traits, i.e. singular facial traits like the nose, the mouth, the hair and so on,

is yet considered a fruitful field of investigation. Being able to infer the identity of an occluded face, e.g.

voluntary occluded by sunglasses or accidentally due to environmental factors, can be useful in a wide range

of operative fields where user collaboration cannot be considered as an assumption. This especially happens

when dealingwith forensic scenarios inwhich is not unusual to have partial face photos or partial fingerprints.

In this paper, an unsupervised clustering approach is described. It consists in a neural network model for face

attributes recognition based on transfer learning whose goal is grouping faces according to common facial

features. Moreover, we use the features collected in each cluster to provide a compact and comprehensive

description of the faces belonging to each cluster and deep learning as a mean for task prediction in partially

visible faces.

INDEX TERMS Clustering methods, face detection, principal component analysis, Eigenfaces, convolu-

tional neural networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Different application scenarios benefit from facial attributes

analysis for the purposes of person verification and iden-

tification. Face detection and recognition have shown an

incredible high accuracy in laboratory conditions and in all

related scenarios where the user collaborates with the bio-

metric recognition system (e.g., security control for access-

ing restricted areas like airports and train stations). On the

other hand, once the user collaboration lacks or the user

is not meant to be aware of being acquired by the sensors

in the surrounding environment, this task becomes particu-

larly challenging. This is typical of smart cities and sensi-

tive places like banks and airports [1] and videosurveilled

areas [2], but also applicable to all those contexts whose

aim is granting the user’s identity [3] like learning plat-

forms [4] or smart devices applications [5], [6]. Whereas

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Zhen Qin.

in collaborative scenarios the face variations like illumi-

nation and pose can be effectively eliminated or greatly

reduced, even the detection of the face becomes challenging

in unconstrained environments [7]. These adverse conditions

affecting facial attribute analysis are also called PIE-issue,

that are:

• Occlusions: induced by environmental or worn objects

that make the face partially visible. Are examples of this

issue the hats, eyeglasses and scarfs which tend to hide

facial features;

• Pose: this is typically hard to address in uncontrolled

scenarios and regards the alignment between the face

and the acquiring sensor. Adverse poses can introduce

significant distortion in face appearance thus distorting

its attributes as well;

• Illumination: which is responsible for shadows and

noise. Artificial illumination in particular creates the

conditions for a difficult detection of the features;
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• Expressions: which naturally alters the face morphol-

ogy thus reducing the chances for a correct analysis.

Moreover, even if expressions can be effectively clas-

sified, they cannot be always inverted to go back to

neutral expression, which represents the ideal condition

for biometric recognition.

When approaching to the difficulties induced by natural

behaviour of human beings interacting with the smartcities,

the biometric face recognition can keep benefit from a col-

lection of soft biometrics, like the single facial features are.

This is particularly true in those cases where the normal

pose of a subject may not enable an exhaustive capturing

of the whole face. In many cases, a pre-processing step

consisting in face normalisation is exploited to go further

with the facial analysis. Over the years, several approaches

have been proposed in the literature for pose estimation

and occlusion detection, most of them based on model of

mixture of trees or landmarks estimation [8]–[10]. How-

ever, state-of-the-art approaches rely nowadays on the effec-

tive and robust training performed via convolutional neural

networks (CNNs) [11]–[13]. Particularly significant are the

achievements of Multi-Task Cascade Convolutional Neural

Network (MTCNN) [14] for face alignment and detection,

which demonstrated superior results compared to similar

approaches in the literature. The approach here proposed

also relies on CNNs that are indeed used as a facial feature

extractor only (to extract features more robust to hand-made

features like HOG, Haar, LBP). Such features are then used

as input for a clustering method which in turns can be used to

ease the successive biometric recogntion tasks based on faces.

The main contribution of this paper can be summarised as

follows:

1) transfer learning has been used on a neural network

model for facial attributes detection and estimation.

2) deep features have been used as input for clustering

techniques to discover distinctive features for grouping

people with common biometric traits.

3) main applications of the proposed approach can be

found in the forensic scenario as a support to identikit

recognition. In this direction, the witness can describe

the look of a person and the method can output a set of

potential similar subjects.

II. RELATED WORKS

Biometric recognition based on facial traits has been exten-

sively explored over last years and significant robust solu-

tions have been proposed in the literature. On the contrary,

the unsupervised approaches dealing with clustering of facial

features are notably less discussed. This section aims at pro-

viding a comprehensive presentation of related work in this

field, starting from facial attribute detection and prediction

methods and going through clustering techniques available

for the proposed task. The section concludes with transfer

learning approaches aimed at using the pre-trained deep neu-

ral network models nowadays available and customise it for

the purpose of the task discussed in this work.

A. ATTRIBUTE PREDICTION

Attribute prediction in the field of face detection/recognition

deals with the problem of inferring missing data starting from

visible features of the user’s face. The analysis of human’s

face, as well as the reconstruction of missing information,

takes benefit from the symmetric proportion of the face fea-

tures [15]. This means that even in case of partially occluded

face, it is still possible to perform biometric processing with

reliable results. In [11], the authors proposed a combination

of two convolutional neural network models, that is LNet and

ANet, specifically trained for face attribute prediction. How-

ever, the two models are differently pre-trained: the former

is meant for face localisation and hence trained on massive

categories of general objects, the second one specifically

trained on facial attributes. Then, either are trained and jointly

fine-tuned with attributes tags. Learning massive amount of

facial features allows the trained ANet model to cope with

many complex face variations (due to illumination and pose

changes) thanks to the face features learnt at training time.

An alternative way to deal with this problem is learning the

discriminative face representation. Researches in [16], [17],

proposed a model to achieve a compact face representation

by synthesising its attributes. It is called face embedding,

that on a proper training phase it is able to take apart faces

belonging to the same subject (identity). During the train-

ing process, the model implicitly learns enough features to

distinguish face identities (the embeddings related to the

same identity will lie on the same hyperplane). However the

resulting face embedding is hard to interpret because it hides

the learnt facial features, consequently losing any relations

among attributes.Thus, the embedding-based approaches are

extremely good at maximising the performance of a single

feature; in this case the feature is the face identity. Indeed

these are one of themost effective way of performing accurate

face recognition tasks (which are based on a single high-level

concept: identity).

B. CLUSTERING METHODS

Three clustering techniques have been considered in this

study, that are K-means, Agglomerative Clustering and

DBSCAN.

The well-known K-Means algorithm [18] clusters data by

trying to separate samples in n groups of equal variance,

minimising the inertia criterion (the average squared distance

between points in the same cluster). A significant aspect of

this algorithm is that it is based on a-priori assumption that

is the number of clusters to be formed with input data. On the

other hand, it scales up really well on large number of samples

and for this reason it has been intensively used across a large

range of application domains.

A variant of K-means, which overpasses the limitation

of knowing in advance the number of clusters, known as

ISODATA algorithm (Iterative Self-Organizing Data Anal-

ysis Technique Algorithm) [19] has been also considered.

It consists in a clustering method using a self-organising
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approach for data analysis and pattern recognition. Being

self-organising, the number of clusters to form does not

depend on a given parameter but it is automatically achieved

by the clustering method on convergence. The convergence

depends on the metrics chosen to assign a sample to a cluster

rather than another.

FIGURE 1. Typical hierarchical clustering depicted in form a dendrogram.
The dendrogram allows to both realise the distance between single input
samples than between clusters formed at different heights of the
tree-structure.

The Agglomerative Clustering approach [20] falls within

the Hierarchical clustering family. These methods work by

building a tree-like structure called dendrogram (see figure 1.

The benefit of such a hierarchy of clusters is that the grouping

formed from the input samples can be both described in terms

of samples themselves that in terms of difference between

clusters.

Similarly to the ISODATA algorithm introduced above,

the DBSCAN algorithm (Density-Based Spatial Clustering

of Applications with Noise) [21] is able to discover clusters

of arbitrary shape thus not requiring the number of clus-

ters as input parameter. It is based on the concept density-

connectedness, therefore it assures that all points belonging

to a cluster are density-connected to each other and thus any

point which is reachable from a point in a specific cluster

belongs to the same cluster too. Moreover, DBSCAN is

designed to require a minimal knowledge of the domain data,

together with a good efficiency on large databases.

The problem of clustering millions of faces into thousands

of clusters was proposed by Otto et al. [22]. The objective

was of grouping faces so that the formed cluster would group

similar identities. They proposed an approximate Rank-Order

clustering algorithm that outperformed popular clustering

algorithms, like k-Means and Spectral [23], both in terms of

accuracy and runtime complexity. Other interesting evalua-

tion was carried out on the work done by Rosebrock [24].

The author proposes an algorithm that extracts a 128-value

array consisting in real numbers inferred from a face. In turn,

these features array are used to create clusters. Each cluster

contains a set of faces with similar facial features. As it can

be expected, in case of DBSCAN or ISODATA algorithms the

number of clusters depend on the input data and may differ

from an algorithm to another, which are designed to return

the optimal number of clusters withoyt a priori knowldege

of the data distribution. Even in this case it does not fit

our needs perfectly, as another goal that has been set is the

possibility of independently choosing the number of clusters

to be displayed.

C. TRANSFER LEARNING

The complexity of the Machine Learning tasks increases as

the research goes further. Consequently, the model archi-

tectures become tend to become particularly big and both

time and computing demanding. In turn, this implies the

need for enormous processing power and longer training

time duration. This point is particularly true for recent Con-

volutional Neural Networks models [25], which require a

huge amount of data and computational power. Thanks to

the ImageNet classification challenge [26], the submitted

AlexNet model [25] marked a turning point in 2012 for

deep learning in computer vision. The models that followed,

like VGGNet [27], InceptionNet [28], and ResNet [29] are

examples nowadays very used and useful as solver for a

wide range of computer vision tasks and more. The success

and the accuracy achieved by these models have assessed,

over the years, the tendency of using them as feature extrac-

tors, rather than as a solution for classification or regression

problems. The Transfer Learning [30] has so achieved huge

consideration, for the benefit of using pre-trained models

like off-shelf solutions which do not required to be trained

from scratch. Thus, recycling a model trained for a specific

task on a new similar task reduces significantly the overall

training time to cope with the new problem. In this work, this

technique is exploited to fine-tune the proposed model.

III. OUR APPROACH

More details about the proposed detection-clustering pipeline

are provided in this section. The workflow can be mainly

divided in the following three parts:
• Inference step: it consists in the preliminary step of

fine-tuning the pre-trained model on 37 facial features

taken from CelebA dataset [11].

• Clustering step: the prediction of the model above,

i.e. the labels assigned to the given input, are in turn

provided as input to a clustering algorithm (refer to

section II-B for details on them). The clustering is meant

to compute the grouping of closest input faces.

• Analysis and visualisation step: the occurrences of the

attributes in a given cluster allow to quantitatively mea-

sure the accuracy and the significance of faces collected.

By the analysis of close features in a cluster, we provide

a compact and exemplary representation of the collected

faces.

A. THE CELEBA DATASET

The experimentation has been conducted on the CelebA

dataset [31], a large-scale face attributes dataset with more

than 200K celebrity images each with 40 attribute annota-

tions. It is a very challenging dataset (compared to similar

one like LFW [32] or UTKFace [33] because of its amount
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FIGURE 2. Frequencies of CelebA attributes: the chart clearly shows the
discrepacy about the occurrence of the attributes.

of different identities but also for the large range of envi-

ronmental and behavioural factors, like poses, age and gen-

der, expressions, occlusion variations and so on. Moreover,

by looking at the bar plot in figure 2 it can be observed

that the CelebA dataset is heavily imbalanced in terms of

its attributes. A third of attributes consists of extremely rare

facial features (10% frequency or less), and only a couple of

them are very common (by occurring in more than 70% of

cases). The just mentioned imbalance negatively affects many

loss functions in a significant way when adopted at training

time.

B. THE FINE-TUNING OF THE MODEL

The baseline model explored in this study is

MobileNetV2 [34], an efficient deep neural network model

implementing depth-wise separable convolutions. First a

depth-wise convolution layer filters the input that is it per-

forms convolutions on image colour channels separately.

This step is followed by a 1 × 1 (also called point-wise)

convolution layer that combines the filtered values and

creates new features. Compared to a regular convolution,

where filtering and combining task occur at the same time,

the depth-wise convolutions achieve higher running per-

formance due to the separation of the two tasks that can

then be implemented with parallel architectures. The choice

falls on MobileNetV2 architecture after having considered

competing and different model architectures, even with 10x

more parameters (our model has only 4.3M of parameters).

In terms of final accuracy, the performances equal each other

but at the cost of a much slower training. As discussed in

the following sections, the proposed model achieves 90.95%

testing accuracy.

We implement the transfer learning approach by removing

the top classification layers (see figure 3) and opportunely

fine-tuning the weights by a fast training stage on training

data.

FIGURE 3. MobileNetV2: Each line describes a sequence of 1 or more
identical (modulo stride) layers, repeated n times.

FIGURE 4. Top Layers: a first Fully-Connected (Dense) Layer with 1536
neurons, normalised by Batch-Normalisation and regularised by applying
a dropout on 30% of the connections. The last Dense layer outputs the
labels for every attribute (thus, requires 37 neurons sigmoid-activated).

Our top layers (figure 4), simply consists of a Fully Con-

nected layer, followed by a Batch Normalisation operation

before the final multi-label Dense layer that outputs the facial

attributes of the input sample. Therefore, the output of the

model consists in binary 37-d vector (we decided to drop

three attributes: attractiveness, pale skin and blurry).

A technique for Data Augmentation has been involved

during the experimentation to achieve a higher level of gen-

eralisation of the results. The augmentation mainly consists

in introducing new samples starting from the available ones.

In our case, the augmentations implemented can be sum-

marised as follows:

• Rotation: a maximum of 20 degrees rotation is applied

to image training data.

• Shift: consisting in a translation of image pixels by rows

and cols, within a maximum 0.2 translation of the entire

image width/height.
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• Shear: a random distortion is applied with an effect

of 0.2.

• Zoom: the magnification of image pixels is applied and

limited to 20% of their total dimension.

• Flipping: considering the input data, i.e. the faces, only

a horizontal flipping is applied to images. A vertical

flipping would introduce upside down faces which could

not contribute to effectively augment the training-set.
The data augmentation has the benefit of increasing the

training data keeping a consistency with the original one.

During the training, the model will see just slightly dif-

ferent samples in each epoch which still present possible

adverse acquisition conditions. Moreover, any bias is intro-

duced for using samples that would not be ever acquired in

real conditions.

It is important to observe that common loss functions,

e.g., mean absolute error (MAE) and mean squared error

(MSE), notably fails during training on sparse binary

multi-labelled data. When the position of a single bit is as

much informative as the its presence the above mentioned

loss functions does not work properly. To be more precise,

different vectors with the same amount of 1s but in different

positions (e.g. [0, 0, 1, 0] and [1, 0, 0, 0]) would produce

the same response (the loss value) as for vectors that have

the same amount of 1s but differently indexed (e.g., [0, 0, 1,

0] and [0, 1, 0, 0]). As a consequence for that, using these

class of loss function leads to a dumbmodel during training: it

predicts an array of 0’s for whatever input instance regarding

the belonging attributes. The implication of this observation

is that the model performance drop down dramatically when

trained with rare features like those characterising the CelebA

dataset, which by definition creates a sparse representation

of the features. For sake of clarity, the following example

explains what has described above: let suppose the model

needs to predict if the input face is of a young person or not

and the features to discriminate this are available only for 5%

of the samples. A fixed and blind prediction that assigns 0 to

all samples results in an accuracy of 95% even if the model

has not learned the feature at all.

This is the reason why relying just on accuracy may

be misleading. Taking this into account, our model is

double-checked with qualitative results and misprediction

rate. Finally, since a good loss function should understand

the difference between two samples, the cosine proximity has

been adopted in this proposal. The cosine proximity formula

is reported in equation 1

L = −
y · ŷ

‖y‖2 · ‖ŷ‖2
= −

∑n
i=1 y

(i) · ŷ(i)
√

∑n
i=1(y

(i))2 ·

√

∑n
i=1(ŷ

(i))2
(1)

where y = (y(1), y(2), . . . , y(n)) ∈ Rn and ŷ =

(ŷ(1), ŷ(2), . . . , ŷ(n)) ∈ Rn represent two samples. During

training process, ŷ is the ground truth label and y is the

predicted label. This function treats a binary array as a vector

in a multidimensional space. The similarities between true

and predicted labels are computed in terms of the arcos of

the angle formed by the two vectors. When two vectors are

orthogonal (there is a 90◦ angle between them), means that

they are completely different (the loss value is at its maxi-

mum). Instead, when two vectors overlap (the angle is 0◦),

they result the same (the loss value is at its minimum).

In 1) the facial attributes recognition results are shown. The

achieved results have been compared to the model proposed

by Yang et. al [31] consisting in the combination of LNet and

ANet, discussed at section II-A.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

As preliminary discussed in section III-A, the CelebA dataset

has been split in three partitions as the dataset’s authors

suggest: (i)training set, (ii) validation set and (iii) testing

set. During training stage, the entire training set has been

provided (160k samples resized to 224× 224 and augmented

according to the augmentation stragegy mentioned in pre-

vious section III-B). The validation occurred at the end of

each epoch on a total number of 20k samples, constituting the

validation set. The batch size has been set at 64 images due

to resource limitation. On the other hand, light computation

demand aside, having small batch size helps to reduce the

generalisation error of the network model [38]. The AdaDelta

optimiser [39] has been chosen as rule for cosine proxim-

ity loss minimisation. This choice depends on the fact that

the AdaDelta optimiser requires less hyperparameter-tuning

compared to other optimiser but, more importantly, converges

in many conditions more rapidly to sub-optimal solutions

compared to others (like the traditional Stochastic Gradient

Descent or Momentum or Adam optimisers, to mention a

few of them). Moreover, AdaDelta features some interesting

properties, that the the following:
• it adapts the learning rate by a moving window of gra-

dient updates. This prevents from stopping the learning

process after many iterations.

• in turn, it features a high convergence speed. The adap-

tive learning allows to accelerate the direction of learn-

ing (i.e. by increasing the learning rate) when the results

is promising and to slow down when the loss does not

improve over successive iterations.

A. CLUSTERING

The way the clustering techniques have been exploited rep-

resents one of the main contribution of this work. In digital

forensics is very useful to match the identity of a subject

with potential similar users rather than looking for a strict

and highly robust identification (which in many conditions

might be impossible to achieve or unfeasible). The idea here

presented is that of grouping faces according to the visible

facial features so that building up an identikit of the subjects

of interest. In unconstrained environment, where occlusions

may occur with high probability, the association of an identity

to partially visible faces represents a big advantage in many

sensitive areas. The cluster synthesis, by which the dimen-

sional space of representation of the features is reduced by

preserving distinctive facial attributes only, makes possible
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to simplify the potential identikit recognition, very useful in

forensics.

The steps of the proposed clustering approach for grouping

facial attributes consists of the following steps:

• Number of cluster: Choosing the number of clusters (no

fixed values);

• Dimensional reduction: removal of non discriminating

attributes by selecting a subset of facial features;

• Visualisation: graphical representation of the clusters

achieved from the input population;

• Synthesising: for each cluster, turn the facial attributes

into a reliable and realistic face, also known as eigenface.

An example of the output of the approach is shown

in figure 6, in which, for each cluster (4, in the example),

the population of the cluster is shown (the first element),

the representative element of the cluster, obtaining by apply-

ing eigenface to the cluster (the second element), and the

occurrence of each attribute within the cluster components

(the third element).

According to these requirements, the silhouette score of

different clustering algorithm has been computed as a mea-

sure to estimate the quality and significance of the groups

of faces formed. Graphically, a plot of the occurrence of the

attributes in each cluster is provided as well as reconstruct the

eigenface from the synthesis of facial attributes in a cluster.

This helps to better fix the faces gathered from the clustering

algorithm in each cluster.

In order to get a fair comparison among the clustering

methods considered in this study, the optimal number of clus-

ters discovered by DBSCAN has been applied to all others

that need for such a parameter be set a priori.

More in details, the K-Means algorithm divides a set

of n samples x1, x2, . . . , xn into K disjointed clusters

C1,C2, . . . ,CK , each described by the mean µj, j =

1, . . . ,K of the samples in the cluster. The computed means

represent the centroid of the cluster itself, which not nec-

essarily matches with one sample of the input popula-

tion. The K-Means algorithm aims at choosing centroids

which minimise the inertia, or within-cluster sum-of-squares

criterion:
n

∑

i=0

min
µj∈Cj

(||xi − µj||
2) (2)

In particular, as regards Agglomerative Clustering, various

input parameters have been analysed in order to optimise

the performances achieved. In particular, the list below sum-

marise the linkage criteria and the metric adopted:

• Single linkage, consisting in the minimisation of the

distance between the closest observations of pairs of

clusters.

• Maximum or complete linkage, consisting in the min-

imisation of the maximum distance between observa-

tions of pairs of clusters.

• Average linkage, consisting in the minimisation of the

average of the distances between all observations of

pairs of clusters.

• Ward, consisting in the minimisation of the sum of

squared differences within all clusters. This makes the

Agglomerative Clustering similar to the K-Means objec-

tive function but exploiting an agglomerative hierarchi-

cal approach.

Also, the linkage criteria determines the metric used for

merging strategy. Here have been considered the following

distances: Euclidean, ℓ1, ℓ2, Manhattan and Cosine. When

the linkage is set to ward, the Euclidean distance is solely

accepted.

The performances of both K-Means and Agglomerative

Clustering on a variable number of clusters has been com-

pared with those of DBSCAN (figure 5). The best com-

bination of metric and linkage criteria resulted from the

experimental evaluation is complete linkage and Manhattan

distance. On the other side, however, the best achieved result

in agglomerative clustering resulted inferior inferior to that

of K-Means. In fact, in similar and comparable conditions the

Agglomerative Clustering achieves a silhouette score of 0.73,

which is lower the value of 0.83 obtained with K-Means clus-

tering. Despite the better performances of DBSCAN, with a

silhouette score of 0.87, we have decided to use K-means,

since, as can be evaluated from the charts, it proves to be

the best among the algorithms that allow you to choose the

number of clusters.

FIGURE 5. Comparison of clustering algorithms: it can be observed the
superior results achieved by K-Means over Agglomerative Clustering.

On the output of the clustering process, the significance of

the clusters obtained has been analysed both in terms of fea-

tures and the corresponding eigenfaces. Hand-checking the

facial attributes in a given cluster is an error-prone process,

not mentioning the cost of doing such an inspecting analysis

with a large amount of faces. For these reasons, the eigenfaces

are computed (by standard dimensionality reduction meth-

ods, like PCA [40]) to get a meaningful and representative

visual description of each cluster.

Regarding this objective of achieving a visual repre-

sentation of the clusters, two simple strategies have been

considered:
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TABLE 1. Performance comparison of attribute prediction models.

FIGURE 6. Clusters with weights. The attributes selected are ‘‘Eyeglasses’’,
‘‘Male’’, ‘‘Bald’’ and ‘‘Young’’.

1) By using a chart like the one in figure 6, it is possible

to determine the occurrences of the facial attributes

within a given cluster and thus inferring the frequency

of each attributes in it. By observing with attention, it is

possible to separate the noisy attributes (those with low

occurrence) from the prominent ones (those with a very

high occurrence).

2) An Eigenface represents the total amount of faces in a

cluster in a single reliable exemplary face.From a given

cluster, the corresponding eigenface is obtained by

a traditional implementation of Principal Component

Analysis (PCA) [41] by flattening the images belong-

ing to that cluster. Being obtained by a dimensionality

reduction techniques, the generated face includes only

the prominent features of the cluster. In other terms,

this allows to determine are the relevant facial attributes

constituting the cluster.

FIGURE 7. Clusters without weights. The attributes selected are
‘‘Eyeglasses’’, ‘‘Male’’, ‘‘Bald’’ and ‘‘Young.

To further improve the achieved results, a weighting crite-

rion has been adopted. It consists in assigning a weight to

the most frequent, or alternatively the less frequent, facial

features. The impact of such a weighted approach is shown

in figures 6 and 7. It can be observed that this trick can

drastically reduce the quantity of partial features within the

cluster.

V. CONCLUSION

Biometric recognition is affected by several critical factors in

unconstrained scenarios, which make it a challenging prac-

tice to address in an efficient and effective way. Lighting

changes, pose variations and occlusions, do not permit to

achieve accurate results in terms of detection and, hence,

the consequent biometric recognition results in a challenging

task. Moreover, due to the high variability of factors affecting

the existing solutions in the literature, a totally precise and
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accurate recognition is not possible without a manual inter-

vention where an operators assists the association between a

given identity and the data acquired by the sensors, it might

be the face of a person, his/her eyes, fingerprint, body shape

and so on. From this point of view, in this work it has

been proposed a framework for facial features recognition

by means of MobileNet-like convolutional neural network,

and face clustering based on K-means and Eigenface as a

mean for graphically describe the clusters. Two interesting

findings are highlighted by the conducted experiments: the

former is related to the improvement of the results in the

state of the art like shown in Table 1. The latter, instead

reveals the possibility of addressing the clustering process by

means of the weights learnt by a CNN. Also, the encourag-

ing results show that the clustering based on facial features

can provide useful insights to build up an identikit of a

subject, especially useful in digital forensics when data are

partially available or corrupted. The recognition accuracy

is higher than similar neural networks in the literature pro-

posed for this task. Qualitative and quantitative results have

been proposed, also showing the advantages of the K-means

with respect to DBSCAN and Agglomerative Clustering

techniques.
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